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Abstract

Research on socioeconomic health inequalities has primarily relied on univariate mark-

ers of socioeconomic status (SES), measured at one point in time. Using data from

the UKHLS dataset (2009–2020), we build an age-conditional multidimensional SES

index for the adult population in the UK. By using a “within-between” model we

disentangle the relationship between health outcomes and: i) between-individual dif-

ferences in SES, and ii) within-individual variations of SES across time. Results show

that both are positive and highly significant predictors of physical and mental health.

However, we find that these relationships are not linear and that within and between

effects interact. While higher levels of SES are always associated with an increase in

physical health, for mental health, after some point (SES = 0.613), higher average SES

is associated with a score decrease. For an individual with the lowest average SES

rank we observe a large and significant effect of a within-individual increase in SES on

mental health (8.91) and physical health (1.82), however, this within-effect diminishes

for those individuals with higher average SES. Individuals with high expected mobility

are also found to have significantly better health scores, particularly for mental health.
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1 Introduction

Individuals with lower socioeconomic status (SES) present higher morbidity and mortality

rates, a phenomenon that has drawn the attention of both policy makers and academics

(Elo, 2009; Cutler, Lleras-Muney, and Vogl, 2012; Hoffmann, Kröger, and Pakpahan, 2018;

Galama and Kippersluis, 2018). In the fields of public health, epidemiology and sociology,

health inequalities are primarily assessed by analysing the differences between social groups

using population level data. Economists, on the other hand, primarily rely on proxies of

SES, such as education, occupation or income, and then apply this unidimensional measure

to analyse inter-individual inequality (Stockwell et al., 1975; Marmot, Rose, et al., 1978;

Pappas et al., 1993; Case et al., 2002; Nazroo, 2003). The health inequalities literature mainly

falls within either of these approaches, a separation that misses out on several nuances in

the SES-health relationship. First, SES is a multidimensional concept which cannot be fully

captured through a proxy. Second, SES is not static but evolves through the life course.

Third, there is a distinction between: i) how differences in SES between individuals are

associated to differences in health, and ii) how individual’s fluctuations in SES over time are

associated with changes in health.

In this paper, we integrate these approaches to address the evolving and multidimen-

sional nature of SES, and analyse the nuances of its relationship with physical and mental

health across time (Dutton and Levine, 1989; Adler, Boyce, et al., 1994; Savage et al., 2013;

Savage, 2015). Instead of relying on a unidimensional measure of SES, we develop a multi-

dimensional measure which is estimated conditionally on age and comprises of both “sticky”

variables (such as wealth, education) and “fluid” variables (e.g. income, occupation) (Lee

and Jackson, 2017; Hoffmann, Kröger, and Pakpahan, 2018). By using a “within-between”

model we are able to disentangle the relationship between health outcomes and: i) between-

individual differences in SES, and ii) within-individual variations of SES across time. More-

over, by decomposing current SES, we are able to uncover the relationship between socioe-

conomic mobility and health.
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We exploit the panel structure of the UK Household Longitudinal Study, between 2009

and 2020, to observe individual’s health and socioeconomic status over time. We use the

SF-12 Mental Composite Scale (MCS) and the SF-12 Physical Composite Scale (PCS) as

measures of mental and physical health. We use Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to

incorporate multidimensional attributes of SES and derive a single, continuous, numerical

index, which determines the relative SES of an individual within their age group. The

index is contingent upon both continuous variables (e.g. income) and more discrete class

distinctions (e.g. NS-SEC). Although imperfect, this data-driven approach incorporates an

array of variables such as income, labour market status, housing and qualifications.

Together, these methods allow us to reach three objectives: 1) to capture the several di-

mensions of SES and mobility; 2) to disentangle the relationship between physical and mental

health outcomes and: i) between-individual differences in SES, and ii) within-individual vari-

ations of SES across time; and 3) to compare the results of this multidimensional measure

with the standard univariate measures equivalised income, occupation, and education.

Our research provides insights on the sources of the social gradient of health, necessary

for the design of policy interventions to eliminate it. In the first place, it provides a broad

evaluation of the aspects that shape SES and have a potential impact on health through

adulthood. Furthermore, it contributes to a better understanding of the social factors be-

hind healthier (or unhealthier) aging and health deterioration. We also contribute to the

discussion on how social mobility and stressful factors of social environments influence phys-

ical and mental health through adulthood.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the literature

on socioeconomic status and its relationship with health. Section 3 outlines the methods

used for the PCA and the “within-between” specification, whilst Section 4 describes the

data. Section 5 presents the results, where special attention is paid to the difference between

the “within” and “between” estimators, the role of mobility, and the comparison of our

multidimensional index to other univariate proxies of SES . Section 6 provides a discussion,

and Section 7 concludes.
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2 Conceptual Framework

2.1 Socioeconomic status (SES) and Health

Socioeconomic health inequalities have long caught the attention of scholars and policy

makers. As early as 1842, Chadwick (1842) concluded that a socioeconomic gradient in

health was caused by the vast differences in living conditions among different social classes,

classified by occupation. The Black Report (1980) and work by Marmot, Shipley and Rose

(1984) also found significant differences in mortality across social classes, in detriment of

the lowest social classes (Department of Health and Social Security, 1980; Marmot, Shipley,

et al., 1984; Feinstein, 1993). More recently, studies have confirmed that individuals with

lower socioeconomic status (SES) present higher morbidity and mortality rates (Elo, 2009;

Cutler, Lleras-Muney, and Vogl, 2012; Hoffmann, Kröger, and Pakpahan, 2018; Galama and

Kippersluis, 2018).

SES comprises current (and past) income, wealth, education, occupation, neighbourhood,

and social networks, factors which relate to health through several mechanisms (Cutler and

Lleras-Muney, 2010; Mosby, 2013; Savage et al., 2013; Lee and Jackson, 2017; Hoffmann,

Kröger, and Pakpahan, 2018) and cause socioeconomic gradients in health. Furthermore,

although socioeconomic status has a historical component based on the accumulation of

advantages (or disadvantages) over generations, SES evolves through the life course due to

personal and general circumstances (Biressi and Nunn, 2013; Savage, 2015). Hence, the

different aspects of SES are interrelated through the life course: for instance, a good educa-

tion during childhood might influence a person’s adult occupation and income (Galobardes

et al., 2006).

However, these aspects of SES are not usually considered when analysing socioeconomic

inequalities in health. Economists usually apply unidimensional and time-invariant prox-

ies of SES, such as education, occupation or income to analyse inter-individual inequality

(e.g. bottom vs. top of the distribution) (Ettner, 1996; Hauck and Rice, 2004; Wiggins

et al., 2004; Frijters et al., 2005; Apouey and Geoffard, 2013; Davillas, Andrew Jones, and
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Benzeval, 2019). On the other hand, sociologists and epidemiologists focus on systematic

disparities, or how disadvantage is concentrated in certain groups (defined by social class,

gender, ethnicity, etc.) which display worse morbidity and mortality outcomes (Adler and

Stewart, 2010; Eyal, 2018). Using the quantitative tools provided by economics while ac-

knowledging the multi-dimensional and evolving nature of SES can lead to a deeper under-

standing of the relationship between, and inequalities in, socioeconomic status and health.

This paper integrates concepts and methods from economics, epidemiology and sociology,

as a means to a powerful framework for the analysis of the socioeconomic status, mobility and

health. We consider “fluid” variables, such as income and labour market status, alongside

more “sticky” crystallised variables, such as educational attainment. This methodology is

intended to be pragmatic and flexible; allowing for variables to be included if and when they

are available. On the other hand, the decomposition of SES into component parts sheds a

light on the effect that the SES dynamics have on health through time.

2.2 Socioeconomic Status Over Time

To disentangle the relation between health and socioeconomic status we use the panel struc-

ture of the data to decompose SES into component parts, in two ways. Figure 1 illustrates

the concepts behind our approach.

Imagine we have three individuals: red, blue and yellow. Socioeconomic status, SESit

is observed for these individuals, i, across multiple time periods, t. This is plotted in the

left panel of Figure 1. We observe differences between individuals, as well as changes within

individual over time. Average levels, variation and trends all differ, and may be important

in determining socioeconomic health inequalities.

Our first approach decomposes socioeconomic status into average levels and within-

individual differences:

SESit = SESit︸ ︷︷ ︸
Between

+ (SESit − SESit)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Within

(1)
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Figure 1: Socioeconomic Status Through Time

The average level of SES is calculated for each individual: SESit = 1
T

∑T
t SESit. This

level is shown as the horizontal line in the left panel and the first bar chart on the right.

As shown, red has the highest average level of SES and yellow the least. Within-individual

differences are illustrated by the dashed vertical lines, as: SESit − SESit. This shows the

extent and direction of change in an individual’s current SES with respect to their average.

Here, red is shown to have no within-individual differences, maintaining the same level of

SES throughout, while both blue’s and yellow’s SES changes over time.

One limitation with this approach, is that it does not consider the trend of SES over time.

It might be important that individual’s SES increases or decreases over time. To explore

this, our second approach first decomposes current socioeconomic status into lagged SES and
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mobility, the difference between current and lagged SES, and then further decomposes these

terms into average and within levels:

SESit =SESit−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lag

+ (SESit − SESit−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mobility

= SESit−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Average-Lag

+ (SESit−1 − SESit−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Within-Lag

+ (SESit − SESit−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Expected-Mobility

+ ((SESit − SESit−1)− (SESit − SESit−1))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Within-Mobility

(2)

Of primary interest are the third and fourth terms. The third term, is a measure of

expected socioeconomic mobility. This is illustrated in the right bar chart, where red has

no mobility; blue has positive expected mobility, as their SES increases year on year; while

yellow has negative expected mobility. The fourth term shows a within-individual deviation

from their expected trajectory. For example, blue in the last period has a significantly large

increase in SES than is typical.

With the first decomposition, we can explore whether it is between individual differences

in average socioeconomic status (SESit) or within individual changes in socioeconomic sta-

tus (SESit − SESit) which have the strongest relationship with health. With the second

decomposition, we can identify if individuals with higher expected socioeconomic mobility, or

have particularly steep within-individual improvements, have higher levels of health.

3 Methods

3.1 Socioeconomic Status (SES) Index

Principal component analysis (PCA) will be used for identifying the latent construct of

SES. This method transforms a number of correlated variables into a (smaller) number

of uncorrelated principal components. The first component is the linear combination of
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variables that retains the most of the variation present in all of the original data (Vyas and

Kumaranayake, 2006; Jolliffe and Cadima, 2016).

The relation between each individual characteristic and overall SES is estimated by using

the weights from the first component of the PCA. The higher the (positive) weight, the

more having that characteristic denotes an increase in SES. Hence, it is the combination and

interaction of an array of characteristics which will determine each individual’s SES. This

method derives a single (continuous) numerical index, which determines the relative SES of

an individual within the sample. The index is contingent upon both continuous variables

(i.e. income) and more discrete class distinctions (i.e. NS-SEC).

Importantly, SES is estimated conditional upon age group. This separation allows for

characteristics to have different weights throughout the life course. Therefore, this index

more closely resembles life-time potential SES, as some factors are more important than

others to determine SES at certain stages of life. Moreover, the composite SES includes

“sticky” variables such as house ownership, most recent occupation and highest qualification

along with more “fluid” variables such as income and current labour market status.

The component score, a continuous variable, will be used as the construct of SES. The

component score is obtained from the product of the weight of each variable (components’

loading) and the variable’s value, which then is aggregated. Higher component scores denote

higher SES in each age group. Results are then ranked, conditional upon the age group,

from lowest to highest, and normalised to a 0 to 1 scale.

In order to compare results using the composite SES index with alternative univariate

measures of socioeconomic status (e.g. income, occupation, education, home ownership),

similar age-conditional rank transformations are conducted. Providing an age-conditional

normalised rank from 0 to 1 for each alternative measure.

3.2 Within-Between Model

We use a “within-between” specification, with lagged health outcomes, to model socioe-

conomic health inequalities. A reformulation of the Mundlak model (Mundlak, 1978), the
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“within-between” model aims to retain the flexibility of Random Effects (RE) models, whilst

reducing the concerns of bias that Fixed Effects (FE) models are able to address. While

RE models allow for the analysis of group-level characteristics, its assumption of covariate

exogeneity is often unfeasible and leads to biased estimators. FE models offer unbiased

estimators, but are more limited for research trying to analyse group-level time-invariant

characteristics and cannot always answer questions relevant for equity research. Hence,

a “within-between” specification provides an alternative, evidence-based approach to en-

dogeneity which enables the decomposition of regressors into their time-varying and time-

invariant components (Bell, Fairbrother, et al., 2019). The “within-between” model provides

the same results as the FE model for the within effect, but retains the between effect which

cannot be measured with a FE model (Dieleman and Templin, 2014; Bell, Fairbrother, et

al., 2019; Bell and K. Jones, 2015). It accounts for the correlation between the group-level ef-

fects and the explanatory variables by including the group mean in the regression (Dieleman

and Templin, 2014).

Our “within-between” model is specified as follows:1

hit = β′xi + γ ′(xit − xi) + δ′hit−1 + η′ci + (ui + eit) (3)

Where hit is the dependent variable, the health outcome, for individual i at time t. xit is

the set of observed variables of interest, separated into: xi, individual i’s average over the

sample period, and (xit − xi), i’s difference from their average at time t.2

The corresponding coefficients are β, the “between-effects”, and γ, the “within-effects”.

Lagged health variables are represented by hit−1 , while ci are the time-invariant control

variables,3 with δ and η as the corresponding coefficients. The residuals ui and eit are

assumed to have mean zero and be normally distributed.

1Throughout we use the xthybrid in Stata for estimation (Perales and Schunck, 2020).
2Variables include all time varying observable variables: our main SES variables of interest, alongside

time varying demographic controls (age, age squared, married, divorced) and an attrition-based control
(present in next wave).

3These include demographic controls (sex, white and UK born), initial health states (hi1) and attrition
controls (wave count and all waves).
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Intuitively this approach allows the identification of the “between” effects, as the effect of

differences in SES between persons, and the “within” effects as the effect of an increase in an

individual’s SES, relative to their average SES. Furthermore, the inclusion of a lagged health

variable is an attempt to reduce the impact that reverse causality has on the estimates. Eq.

3 controls for the previous years and the “initial” state of mental and physical health.

3.2.1 Relaxing the Functional Form

Our base model assumes linearity of the within and between effects, and does not account

for any potential interaction of these effects. To relax these assumptions we formulate two

alternative specifications.

The first model incorporates a quadratic term for both within and between effects:

hit = β′xi + βA
′x2

i + γ ′(xit − xi) + γA
′(x2

it − x2
i ) + δ′hit−1 + η′ci + (ui + eit) (4)

By adding quadratic terms we can identify non-linearities in the relationships between

health and between-individual differences in average SES and within-individual increases in

SES. Coefficients βA and γA capture the quadratic terms for the between and within effects,

respectively. This uncovers differential marginal effects of an increase in SES.

The second model, allows for an interaction between the two levels:

hit = β′xi + γ ′(xit − xi) + γB
′(xi(xit − xi)) + δ′hit−1 + η′ci + (ui + eit) (5)

This allows us to identify if a within-individual increase in SES depends on the average

level of SES of individual. In other words, does an increase in within-individual SES for

someone with lower average SES have a greater impact than on someone with higher average

SES.
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3.2.2 Socioeconomic Mobility

The current level of SES can be further decomposed by using lagged SES variables and

the change between the current and lagged SES, as shown in Eq. 2, with their respective

interpretation.

4 Data

4.1 The UK Household Longitudinal Study

This paper relies on the panel data available in the 10 waves of the UK Household Lon-

gitudinal Study (UKHLS). The UKHLS builds on its predecessor, the British Household

Panel Survey (BHPS) and includes socioeconomic, demographic and health data of individ-

uals living in private households in Great Britain between 2009 and 2020. Table 1 defines

the main variables used: the health outcomes, socioeconomic variables and demographic

characteristics.

Table 1: Variable Definitions

Variable Definition

Physical Health Physical Component Summary SF-12: 0-100
Mental Health Mental Component Summary SF-12: 0-100

Income (Log.) Net Household Equivalised Income (GBP 2015 prices, OECD scale)
Savings Average monthly personal savings, GBP 2015 prices
Education Highest Level of Education achieved: Degree, A-Level, GCSE, None
Occupation Most recent occupation: National Statistics socioeconomic Classification
Labour Market Status Current Labour Market Status: Employed, Unemployed, Retired, Other
Housing Tenure 1 if individual Owns their own house (with or without a mortgage)
Overcrowding Number of household members divided per the number of rooms

Age Age in Years
Sex Sex: 0 if male, 1 if female
Ethnicity Ethnicity: 0 if non-white, 1 if white
Married Marital Status: 0 if unmarried, 1 if married
Divorced Divorced Status: 0 if not divorced, 1 if divorced
Not Born in UK Location of Birth: 0 if UK, 1 if UK

Health outcomes are derived from the SF-12 questionnaire. The SF-12 is a short generic

health-related quality-of-life questionnaire used in large population health surveys, and whose

results can reproduce two summary measures: the Physical Component Summary (PCS) and
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the Mental Component Summary (MCS) (Vilagut et al., 2013). The questionnaire covers

eight main domains of well-being, including: measures of physical functioning, bodily pain,

general health, perceptions, social functioning, role limitations due to emotional problems,

and mental health (Fleishman et al., 2010). The scores from these answers are used to

calculate the PCS and MCS. We should point out that the patient-assessed outcomes of this

questionnaire estimate physical function and mental well-being, rather than diagnosed or

chronic conditions such as dementia, schizophrenia and diabetes.

The socioeconomic variables are primarily used to construct our multidimensional index

of socioeconomic status. These include: household income, monthly savings, highest attained

qualification, most recent occupation, current labour market status, housing tenure and

overcrowding. Demographic characteristics are primarily included as control variables, with

age, gender and ethnicity being used to conduct subgroup analysis.

5 Results

5.1 Descriptive Statistics

Table 2 presents the descriptive statistics across the sample, grouped by age. Physical SF-12

is shown to deteriorate with age, while Mental SF-12 is shown to increase. Higher numbers

of females are found in younger age groups, as are non-white individuals and those not born

in the UK. Marriage rates increase in midlife, and divorce rates are highest amongst those

aged 51-60. Household income and monthly savings increase with age, but fall after 65.

Occupation is inverse-U shaped, with the young and old occupying less management and

professional roles, and more semi-routine and routine roles. Employment rates increase until

mid-age and significantly decrease for the over 65s, who move to retirement. A significant mi-

nority, particularly of the youngest group, are classed as other; these are primarily students,

those looking after the home and the long-term disabled. Younger age groups generally have

higher levels of education and a significant minority of over 65s have no qualifications. Home

ownership increases with age and overcrowding generally decreases.
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics by Age Group

22-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 65+
Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean

Health
- Physical Health (SF-12) 54.18 53.11 51.28 47.85 42.56
- Mental Health (SF-12) 47.54 47.89 48.48 49.84 52.15
Demographic Characteristics
- Age 26.19 35.69 45.54 57.73 73.97
- Female 0.58 0.58 0.57 0.55 0.54
- White 0.81 0.81 0.85 0.91 0.96
- Married 0.23 0.60 0.64 0.66 0.59
- Divorced 0.00 0.03 0.08 0.12 0.09
- Not born in the UK 0.12 0.18 0.14 0.11 0.08
Income
- (Log.) Household Eq.Income 7.33 7.36 7.39 7.42 7.28
- Savings (Monthly) 128.22 123.93 133.51 140.24 91.89
Occupation
- Management and professional 0.35 0.45 0.43 0.39 0.32
- Intermediate 0.17 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.14
- Small employers and own account 0.05 0.08 0.09 0.11 0.11
- Lower supervisory and technical 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.08
- Semi-routine and routine 0.33 0.25 0.26 0.30 0.33
- Never employed 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01
Labour market status
- Employed 0.75 0.81 0.84 0.64 0.08
- Unemployed 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.00
- Retired 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.91
- Other 0.18 0.15 0.11 0.11 0.01
Education
- Higher degree/ University 0.48 0.51 0.45 0.38 0.26
- A Level 0.27 0.21 0.19 0.18 0.13
- GCSE or other qualification 0.22 0.24 0.31 0.32 0.31
- No Qualification 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.12 0.30
Housing
- Own (Outright or with mortgage) 0.52 0.66 0.76 0.80 0.82
- Overcrowded 0.73 0.76 0.67 0.50 0.41

Note: Descriptive statistics are shown per age group. Data shown is the complete (pooled) data used in our
main analysis, with 42,373 individuals and 208,412 observations.

These differences in health and socioeconomic status across age groups highlight the need

to account for age when exploring their association.

5.2 SES Composite Index

Table 3 describes the component loadings of the first principal component for each variable

in each of the age groups. The component loadings are the correlations between the variable

and the component. Variables that are positively correlated with a higher SES, such as

income, savings or higher education, present positive component loadings. On the other

hand, variables such as “overcrowding” or “never employed” present negative component
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loadings. The linear combination of the component loadings and the variables’ values for each

individual give the score for each individual (Jolliffe and Cadima, 2016). In this case, a higher

score denotes a higher SES. As a result, individuals with higher values for variables such as

employment, education, savings or income, and lower values for overcrowding, have higher

SES scores. Furthermore, each loading’s absolute value represent the relative importance of

each factor for determining SES.

Table 3: PCA weighting for SES variables

22-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 65+
Weights Weights Weights Weights Weights

Income
- (Log.) Household Eq.Income 0.354 0.362 0.342 0.339 0.364
- Savings (Monthly) 0.216 0.184 0.162 0.201 0.201
Occupation
- Management and professional 0.345 0.369 0.373 0.404 0.417
- Intermediate 0.022 -0.030 -0.016 -0.010 0.015
- Small employers and own account -0.001 -0.031 -0.034 -0.017 0.024
- Lower supervisory and technical -0.004 -0.053 -0.055 -0.068 -0.078
- Semi-routine and routine -0.295 -0.315 -0.328 -0.358 -0.378
- Never employed -0.164 -0.127 -0.105 -0.068 -0.041
Labour market status
- Employed 0.407 0.346 0.366 0.265 0.211
- Unemployed -0.210 -0.188 -0.201 -0.146 0.004
- Retired 0.004 -0.003 -0.007 -0.035 -0.194
- Other -0.318 -0.273 -0.290 -0.262 0.002
Highest qualification
- Higher degree/ University 0.312 0.338 0.341 0.388 0.411
- A Level -0.069 -0.068 -0.027 -0.005 0.026
- GCSE or other qualification -0.244 -0.251 -0.239 -0.193 -0.010
- No Qualification -0.138 -0.174 -0.205 -0.278 -0.387
Housing
- Own (Outright or with mortgage) 0.218 0.271 0.292 0.294 0.245
- Overcrowded -0.236 -0.253 -0.186 -0.176 -0.200

Observations 39921 57658 67653 88342 71052

The PCA results suggest that the relative importance of each variable changes across

age groups. In the case of labour market status, it is more important for younger groups

to currently be employed than it is for older groups. The variable “savings” increases in

importance for Over 50s and under 30s, whereas housing tenure has increasing importance

for older groups. Furthermore, regarding occupation, only holding a managerial position

increases the SES of individuals between the ages of 30 and 50, whereas for the youngest

group either holding an intermediate position or a managerial position is positively correlated
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to a higher SES. As younger individuals usually lack the experience to take on management

positions, holding an intermediate position is already positive for their SES.

5.3 Socioeconomic Status and Physical and Mental Health

Figure 2: SF-12 Physical and Mental Component Score, by SES and age
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The black dot represents the median, the width of each violin represents the density.

Figure 2 (top) illustrates the distribution of the SF-12 Physical Component Summary

Scale (PCS) by SES and age group. The median physical score (represented by the black

dots in the violin plots) is higher for younger individuals. A clear socioeconomic gradient of

physical health is observed at all ages: lower SES groups show poorer physical health than

higher SES groups. The median health outcomes of the lower SES groups are distinctly
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poorer than those of the middle and higher SES groups. Furthermore, the high variance in

physical health results among lower SES groups push down their median health outcomes.

These long tails of deteriorated health among low SES groups accentuate starting at mid-life

(age 40), whereas among the high SES groups, this health deterioration is only noticeable

after age 66.

In the case of mental health (Figure 2, bottom), the social gradient has flattened and

is only affected by low SES (poverty). As with physical health, long tails drag down the

median of low SES groups, with the nuance that this happens at almost all ages. Finally,

Figure 2 reveals that older groups tend to have higher SF12-MCS scores than their younger

counterparts.

The distribution of health outcomes by SES and age group, represented by Figure 2,

give an overview of the socioeconomic gradient of health. Furthermore, the wide differences

between SES are observed notwithstanding a potential “healthy survivor” bias, as individuals

with poor health are less likely to survive after 65.

5.4 Within-Between

While the above shows associations between the current level of SES (SESit) and health, it

does not uncover the extent to which these associations are driven by differences between

individuals or changes within individuals across time. We can decompose SES into average

SES and within-individual differences in SES, as explained in Section 2.2, to estimate between

and within effects, respectively.4

Table 4 presents results from the base case “within-between” model, with Physical SF-12

and Mental SF-12 as the outcome variables. Results show that differences between individ-

ual’s average levels of SES and within individual’s changes of SES are both positive and

highly significant predictors of physical and mental health.

4Descriptive statistics on within and between differences of the health and SES variables can be found
in Appendix A.1.
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Table 4: SES and SF-12 Score

(1) (2)
Physical SF-12 Mental SF-12

Coef./S.E. Coef./S.E.

SES-Between 2.987∗∗∗ 1.225∗∗∗

(0.095) (0.104)
SES-Within 0.968∗∗∗ 1.192∗∗∗

(0.163) (0.184)
Constant 47.664∗∗∗ 48.767∗∗∗

(0.055) (0.061)

Individuals 42373 42373
Observations 208412 208412
Controls YES YES
Log-Likelihood -693470.0 -718081.8
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

The between effect shows the difference in SF-12 scores between an individual who always

has the lowest ranked SES (SESit = 0) to an individual with the highest (SESit = 1). For

physical health, this is 2.99. This shows a steep socioeconomic gradient in physical health

between individuals of differing average SES. For mental health, this difference is smaller

(1.23), but still shows evidence of a significant socioeconomic gradient in mental health. The

within-effect shows the difference in SF-12 score for an individual whose SES rank increases

from the lowest to the highest rank. This effect is 0.97 for physical health, and 1.19 for

mental health.

Table 5 shows the results of two specifications which allow for an additional flexibility.

The first, Eq.4, incorporates quadratic terms of the within and between SES variables, and

the second, Eq.5, allows for the interaction between the within and between levels of SES.

Models (1) and (3) show, for physical health, a monotonically increasing effect of average

SES with diminishing marginal returns; while for mental health we observe an inverse-U.

This implies that while higher levels of SES are associated with an increase in physical health,

for mental health after some point (SES = 0.613) higher average SES is associated with a

decrease in mental health. The results for the within effects have a similar trend for mental

health, but are non-significant for physical health.
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Table 5: SES and SF-12 Score: Quadratic and Interaction Model

Physical SF-12 Mental SF-12

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Quadratic Interaction Quadratic Interaction
Coef./S.E. Coef./S.E. Coef./S.E. Coef./S.E.

SES-Between 4.863∗∗∗ 2.987∗∗∗ 7.402∗∗∗ 1.228∗∗∗

(0.383) (0.095) (0.423) (0.104)
SES-Between Sq. -1.837∗∗∗ -6.042∗∗∗

(0.363) (0.401)
SES-Within 1.605∗∗∗ 1.823∗∗∗ 7.173∗∗∗ 6.115∗∗∗

(0.474) (0.466) (0.536) (0.527)
SES-Within Sq. -0.607 -5.695∗∗∗

(0.424) (0.479)
Between X Within -1.548∗ -8.907∗∗∗

(0.791) (0.893)
Constant 47.334∗∗∗ 47.664∗∗∗ 47.679∗∗∗ 48.766∗∗∗

(0.086) (0.055) (0.094) (0.061)

Individuals 42373 42373 42373 42373
Observations 208412 208412 208412 208412
Controls YES YES YES YES
Log-Likelihood -693456.2 -693468.1 -717897.8 -718032.2
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Model (2) shows that within-individual increases in SES are strongly associated with

increased physical health for low SES individuals, but not for high SES individuals. Namely,

there is large and significant effect of a within-individual increase in SES for an individual

with the lowest average SES rank (1.82), but this effect decreases for individuals with higher

average SES (down to 0.28 for an individual with the highest average SES).

Similarly, Model (4) shows that a within-individual increase in SES has an extremely

large association with an increase in mental health for low SES individuals (6.1), but we

actually observe such a strong interaction effect that an increase in within-individual SES

for an individual with the highest average SES is actually associated with a reduction in

mental health.
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5.5 Social Mobility

Table 6 shows that it is not just socioeconomic level differences between individuals what

drives health inequalities, but also differences in mobility, particularly for mental health.

Individuals who are, on average, highly mobile (i.e., those who expect an increase in their

SES from one year to the next) have a significantly higher physical and mental health. For

mental health, this association is higher than the association with the average lagged SES

(4.55 and 1.13, respectively).

Table 6: SES and SF-12 Score: Lagged SES and Social Mobility

(1) (2)
Physical SF-12 Mental SF-12

Coef./S.E. Coef./S.E.

SESt−1 -Between 2.969∗∗∗ 1.130∗∗∗

(0.097) (0.106)
SESt−1 -Within 0.809∗∗∗ 0.456∗

(0.207) (0.234)
SES Mobility -Between 3.719∗∗∗ 4.545∗∗∗

(0.499) (0.553)
SES Mobility -Within 1.152∗∗∗ 1.680∗∗∗

(0.180) (0.204)
Constant 47.663∗∗∗ 48.778∗∗∗

(0.057) (0.062)

Individuals 40311 40311
Observations 198927 198927
Controls YES YES
Log-Likelihood -662105.4 -685216.8
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

In years where the SES increase from the previous year is particularly high compared to

the average mobility, this entails a large and significant effect on both physical (1.15) and

mental (1.68) health.

The coefficients of the lagged SES variables shows that there are significant effects for

between and within effects for both physical and mental health. The between-effects for

the lagged SES are similar to the current SES effects, in Table 4, but the within-effects are

smaller.
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5.6 Alternative measures of SES

Figure 3 shows coefficient estimates from separate within-between regressions using alterna-

tive measures of SES: income, occupation and education ranks (within age groups), a dummy

variable Own (or mortgage), and current employment status (represented as three dummy

variables, with “Employed” as the reference category). See Appendix A.2 for further details.

Figure 3: Alternative SES Within-Between Forest Plot: Physical and Mental

Note: Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals are shown. The top panel shows results for Physical
SF-12, whilst the bottom panel shows Mental SF-12. For SES variables each coefficient is a separate within-
between regression, whilst employment coefficients are dummy variables with employed as the reference.

For physical health, the between-effects for all alternative measures of SES are positive

and highly significant, but lower than the SES coefficients. Within-effects, on the other

hand, are not significant for any of these variables. Therefore, those who, on average, have
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higher ranked incomes, occupations, education and home ownership have higher physical

health levels, but that within-individual changes in these variables are not associated with

physical health. Those who spend more time (on average) unemployed, retired or other,

have lower physical health. A within-individual move to retirement or other is associated

with significant decreases in physical health, but changes to unemployment do not.

For mental health, whilst there are positive and significant effects of higher income rank

and home ownership on mental health, no significant effects are found for higher ranked

occupations or qualifications. Within-individual changes in income rank are associated with

higher mental health, however, gaining qualifications or home ownership has no significant

effect, and gaining a higher ranked occupation actually significantly decreases mental health.

For employment status, we observe negative between and within effects from unemployment

and other, but an increase in mental health for those who have retired for longer and who

become retired.

5.7 Further Analysis

Appendix A.3 provides subgroup analysis, to identify heterogeneity in the results across age

groups, sex and ethnicity. Between and within effects on physical health are larger for 41-65

year old’s, and between-effects on mental health are larger for 22-30 years old’s. Between-

effects are significantly greater for men, for physical health, but greater for women for mental

health. Within-effects are similar for men and women for physical health, but are higher

(insignificant) for men for mental health. Larger (but insignificantly so) between-effects are

found for non-white populations for both mental and physical health.

Appendix A.4 additionally shows results for alternative health variables: chronic disease

prevalence and self-assessed heath. In both cases we observe similarly significant associations

for both within and between SES effects.

Appendix A.5 provides sensitivity analysis where we change the sample, according to

worries of attrition in the panel. The results appear robust to these alternative samples:
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between and within effects are positive, highly significant and of a similar magnitude across

all models.

6 Discussion

We find a steep socioeconomic gradient in physical health, and inverted-U gradient for mental

health in the UK. Between-individual differences had stronger relationships with health out-

comes than within-individuals variations did. This could imply that the “sticky” component

of SES (e.g. childhood conditions, education) have a stronger impact on health outcomes

than other “fluid” variables (e.g. current income). For instance, an individual of low SES

may win the lottery and dramatically increase their income (causing a major jump in their

“within” variable), but this might not cause an instant improvement in their physical health.

This result is aligned to the growing body of literature suggesting that long term SES has

a persistent relationship with health (Baum and Ruhm, 2009; Contoyannis and Li, 2011;

Davillas and Andrew Jones, 2020). Interventions aimed at long-term life quality and finan-

cial security might be more protective of health than policies limited to provide protection

against shocks.

Within-effects are also found to interact with an individual’s average level of SES. For

low average SES individuals, a within-individual increase in SES is associated with a large

increase in physical and mental health. However, this within-effect decelerates for physical

health as the average level of SES increases, and in the case of mental health, the within-effect

becomes negative. It is, therefore, low SES individuals that benefit the most from changes

in SES. By including social mobility in our specification (Eq. 2), we additionally found that

individuals with higher expected mobility (between-effect) have significantly higher levels of

both physical and mental health. Significant positive effects of a particularly steep increase

in SES over the last year (within-effect), were also found, but with lower magnitudes than

the between effects. In both cases, these effects are particularly strong for mental health.
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Furthermore, the composite SES indicator comprises variables of livelihood, among other

long-term (“sticky”) and short-term (“fluid”) variables. In this sense, the PCA offers a

flexible and adaptive method that minimises information loss (Jolliffe and Cadima, 2016).

We confirmed that the relative importance of each variable changes for different age groups.

Though, overall, individuals with higher values for variables such as employment, education,

savings or income, and lower values for overcrowding, have higher SES scores, the importance

of each of these variables varies across different age groups. As a result, variables such as

“labour market status” are less important for the eldest groups, while variables such as

“savings” or “occupation” are more important for them. This provides further evidence on

the ever-evolving nature of SES.

The use of different measures of SES uncovered more nuance in the relationship between

socioeconomic status and health. These depend on the proxy of SES considered, on whether

these are within or between differences and on the health outcome variable. Although the

between individuals’ results are positive and highly significant using proxies of SES, they are

lower than the multidimensional SES coefficients. The within-effects are not significant for

either of the proxies. Hence, using a unidimensional and time-invariant measure of SES for

all ages might not capture its multi-dimensional ever-evolving nature, in line with the work

of a number of authors (Kaplan, 1999; Miech and Hauser, 2001; Adler, Boyce, et al., 1994;

Adler and Stewart, 2010).

We compare our findings to those of two selected studies. Hoffmann, Kröger, and

Geyer (2019) analyses the relationship between health and SES using structural equation

models and panel data from 10 European countries. They find SES affects health, specially

in the transition from adulthood to old age. They separately use a latent variable for SES, a

material wealth variable, and occupational skill level, but find no substantial differences be-

tween using either. Foverskov and Holm (2016) uses dynamic fixed-effects regression models

to estimate the associations of SES and health over time in the British Household Panel Sur-

vey. They find social inequality in health using cross-sectional models, as we do. However,

the authors do not find any influence of SES on health over a one to five year period, and
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conclude that there is not a causal relationship between SES and health, but that health and

SES are shaped by dynamics and influences in place before the respondents turn 30 years

old. Though we do not claim causality, we do find a strong association between changes in

SES and health across adulthood.

This study does not explain causality but analyses inference, for which the “within-

between estimator” provides flexibility along with unbiased estimates (Dieleman and Tem-

plin, 2014). Although for large samples like the UKHLS a fixed effects specification is advised,

this method is a better fit for our research objectives and provides with similar estimates

than FE but with a reduced use of the degrees of freedom (Dieleman and Templin, 2014; Bell,

Fairbrother, et al., 2019). Additionally, we partially address reverse causality by controlling

for past health and first period health. A further limitation emerges, as the PCA can only be

performed among individuals that have non-missing values for all the variables considered,

the loss of observations is an additional limitation and a possible cause of attrition bias (A.

Jones and Wildman, 2008). This methodology imposes a trade-off between the number of

variables to include in the PCA and the number of observations. Healthy survivor bias is

another limitation, since individuals with very poor initial health are more likely to drop out

of the sample (Contoyannis, Andrew Jones, et al., 2004).

Future research could include variables on childhood circumstances in the composite in-

dex, as our study was unable to include them, due to a large number of missing observations.

Moreover, given the panel nature of the UKHLS, it would be useful to perform an analysis

by generations. Finally, the violin plots in Figure 2 could be the starting point for further

research on the factors behind the premature health deterioration of lower SES individuals

and policies for healthier aging, both physically and mentally.

7 Conclusion

This paper provides further characterization of the relationship between SES and physical

and mental health. Apart from confirming the evidence of a positive association between
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socioeconomic status and health, we find diminishing marginal effects of SES on physical

health and an inverted-U shaped behaviour with mental health. Additionally, respondents

with lower average SES are found to have higher within-individual associations with physical

and mental health, and therefore benefited the most from positive changes in their SES. High

mobility individuals who increase their SES from one year to the next have significantly

higher physical and mental health.

Secondly, this paper demonstrates that the several dimensions comprised by SES evolve

and change their relative importance through the life course, which calls for considering

multi-variate time-variant measures of SES along with a longitudinal analysis of socioeco-

nomic gradients of health. Exploring patterns across time would not only provide insightful

results, but would also allow to control for health dynamics and possible lagged and cumu-

lative effects.

Thirdly, this paper provides evidence in favour of a link between changes in SES across

the life course and health outcomes. For physical and mental health outcomes, there is

a significant positive association between “within” divergences from the average SES and

health. This suggests that the multidimensional SES index can pick up changes “within”

individuals that other SES proxies (e.g.income, education, occupation) cannot, and so time

series associations are stronger with the multidimensional SES rank.

Interventions aimed at long-term aspects of life quality and financial security could po-

tentially be more protective of health than policies limited to provide protection against

shocks, and might hide the key to healthier aging.
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A Appendix

A.1 Within and Between Descriptive Statistics

Descriptive statistics in Table 7 show the mean, standard deviation and 5 to 95 percentile

range of our health and SES variables. Overall variation is greater in physical health com-

pared to mental health; this is primarily driven by between-individuals differences. However,

there is higher within-individual variation for mental health. For SES rank the majority of

the variation is due to between individual differences, we do observe substantial variation in

within-individual differences, with those at the 95th percentile having an increase in their

rank by 13. Overall social mobility is positive, showing a (small) increase in SES over time.

Importantly, we observe variation in expected social mobility, with individuals in the 95th

percentile increasing their rank by 6 each year, compared to those in the 5th percentile with

a decrease of 4. Within-individual variation is greater: indicating that social mobility is not

smooth, individuals rise and fall on their way to the top (or bottom).

Table 7: Within and Between Descriptive Statistics

Mean S.D. P5 P95

Physical SF-12
-Overall 49.25 11.26 24.38 61.04
-Between 49.25 9.90 26.78 59.21
-Within 0.00 5.37 -9.54 8.17
Mental SF-12
-Overall 49.42 9.88 30.11 61.56
-Between 49.42 7.84 34.37 59.11
-Within -0.00 6.02 -10.70 9.17
SES Rank
-Overall 0.53 0.28 0.07 0.96
-Between 0.53 0.27 0.08 0.93
-Within 0.00 0.08 -0.13 0.13
SES Lagged Diff.
-Overall 0.01 0.10 -0.14 0.16
-Between 0.01 0.04 -0.04 0.06
-Within 0.00 0.09 -0.14 0.14

N=208,412
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A.2 Alternative Measures of SES

Tables 8, 9 and 9 show results from the within-between regressions for alternative measures

of socioeconomic status. Income, occupation and education variables are constructed as

normalised rank, conditional on age group.5 This provides a comparable metric as our SES

variable. Home ownership is included as a dummy. Results for these variables are shown in

Table 8 for physical health and Table 9 for mental health.

Table 8: SES and Physical SF-12: Alternatives to SES

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
SES Income Occupation Education Own

Coef./S.E. Coef./S.E. Coef./S.E. Coef./S.E. Coef./S.E.

Between-Effect 2.987∗∗∗ 1.954∗∗∗ 1.550∗∗∗ 1.393∗∗∗ 1.155∗∗∗

(0.095) (0.104) (0.077) (0.070) (0.063)
Within-Effect 0.968∗∗∗ -0.105 0.004 -0.124 0.051

(0.163) (0.094) (0.130) (0.323) (0.105)
Constant 47.664∗∗∗ 48.205∗∗∗ 48.239∗∗∗ 48.366∗∗∗ 48.357∗∗∗

(0.055) (0.060) (0.055) (0.050) (0.053)

Individuals 42373 42373 42373 42373 42373
Observations 208412 208412 208412 208412 208412
Controls YES YES YES YES YES
Log-Likelihood -693470.0 -693806.0 -693780.9 -693787.8 -693814.6
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 10 shows results for current employment status. Here three dummy variables:

Unemployed, Retired and Other are used, with Employed as the reference level.

5The ranking of occupation and education variables is a rough, parsimonious, approximation. NS-SEC
categories were not designed with the intention of a particular ranking, nor are the qualifications directly
comparable in terms of rank. However, by ranking them as such we allow for a comparison with income and
our SES variable, and our results do not differ much when they are included as separate dummy variables.
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Table 9: SES and Mental SF-12: Alternatives to SES

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
SES Income Occupation Education Own

Coef./S.E. Coef./S.E. Coef./S.E. Coef./S.E. Coef./S.E.

Between-Effect 1.225∗∗∗ 1.450∗∗∗ 0.137 0.134∗ 0.802∗∗∗

(0.104) (0.114) (0.084) (0.077) (0.069)
Within-Effect 1.192∗∗∗ 0.590∗∗∗ -0.886∗∗∗ -0.367 0.005

(0.184) (0.106) (0.147) (0.365) (0.118)
Constant 48.767∗∗∗ 48.651∗∗∗ 49.321∗∗∗ 49.325∗∗∗ 48.805∗∗∗

(0.061) (0.065) (0.060) (0.055) (0.058)

Individuals 42373 42373 42373 42373 42373
Observations 208412 208412 208412 208412 208412
Controls YES YES YES YES YES
Log-Likelihood -718081.8 -718074.6 -718152.3 -718169.7 -718103.5
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 10: SES and Mental SF-12: Alternatives to SES

(1) (2)
Physical SF-12 Mental SF-12

Coef./S.E. Coef./S.E.

Between-Unemployed -1.342∗∗∗ -3.031∗∗∗

(0.186) (0.204)
Between-Retired -0.810∗∗∗ 0.634∗∗∗

(0.112) (0.122)
Between-Other -3.041∗∗∗ -2.704∗∗∗

(0.105) (0.115)
Within-Unemployed 0.089 -1.700∗∗∗

(0.109) (0.123)
Within-Retired -0.327∗∗∗ 0.574∗∗∗

(0.091) (0.102)
Within-Other -1.103∗∗∗ -1.093∗∗∗

(0.082) (0.092)
Constant 49.781∗∗∗ 49.607∗∗∗

(0.041) (0.045)

Individuals 42373 42373
Observations 208412 208412
Controls YES YES
Log-Likelihood -693434.0 -717581.0
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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A.3 Subgroup Analysis

To identify heterogeneity in results, subgroup analysis is performed across age groups, sex

and ethnicity. Results are summarised in Figure 4. For physical health, in the top panel,

results show that between-effects are positive and highly significant across all age groups,

ranging from 1.336 to 3.602. The largest coefficients are for the mid age group 41-50 and

51-65, whilst the lowest are amongst the over 65s. Within-effects are less robust, with only

the 41-50 and 51-65 groups having positive and significant within-effects, 1.179 and 1.979

respectively. For mental health, we observe positive and significant coefficients across all age

groups. However, we observe an age related trend in between-effects, with the 22-30 years

with coefficients of 2.051 down to 0.685 for the over 65s. There are no significant differences

across age groups for within-effects.

Figure 4: Subgroup Within-Between Forest Plot: Physical and Mental
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When splitting the sample by sex, we observe highly significant and positive coefficients

for both between and within effects, across physical and mental health. Between effects

are higher for males (3.44) for physical health compared to females (2.70), but there is

little difference for within-effects. For mental health, females (1.36) have a slightly higher

between-effect than men (1.05), while men (1.46) have a bigger within-effect than women

(1.02). Indeed, the finding of larger between-effects compared to within-effects is reversed

for men for mental health.

Finally, we divide the sample by ethnicity: white and non-white. For physical health,

we observe larger between effects for non-white populations (3.25) compared to white pop-

ulations (2.92), and while within-effects are still significant for the white subgroup (1.03)

the coefficient is insignificant for the non-white subgroup (0.38). For mental health, coeffi-

cients are more similar, but with the non-white population seeing higher between and within

coefficients.
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A.4 Alternative Measures of Health

While the SF-12 provides a measures of physical and mental health, alternative health vari-

ables are available within the BHPS-UKHLS survey. Here two further variables: Disease

Prevalence6 and Self-assessed health7 are further analysed. The former is an objective mea-

sure of long-term health conditions, available in the UKHLS waves, while the latter is an

subjective measure of perceived health status, available in BHPS.

Table 11: SES and Alternative Health Measures

(1) (2)
Disease Prevalence Self-Assessed Health

Coef./S.E. Coef./S.E.

Between-Effect -0.075∗∗∗ 0.210∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.007)
Within-Effect -0.032∗∗∗ 0.069∗∗∗

(0.007) (0.010)
Constant 0.148∗∗∗ 0.583∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.004)

Individuals 51350 15706
Observations 260440 103381
Controls YES YES
Log-Likelihood -57794.7 -44092.8
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

We run sensitivity analysis, using our base within-between specification, adapted for

these alternative health variables. Table 11 shows these results. As, with SF-12 Physical

and Mental health we observe that both between and within effects are highly significant.

We observe lower rates of disease prevalence and higher levels of self-assessed health amongst

individuals with higher average SES. Similar differences, with lesser magnitudes are found

for within-individual differences in SES.
6Disease prevalence is a binary variable indicating whether or not an individual has one or more long-

term condition. In the survey, respondents were asked if a doctor or other health professional have ever
diagnosed them with any of the health conditions from a list. The list includes: asthma, arthritis, congestive
heart failure, coronary heart disease, angina, heart attack or myocardial infarction, stroke, emphysema,
hyperthyroidism or over-active thyroid, hypothyroidism or under-active thyroid, chronic bronchitis, any
kind of liver condition, cancer or malignancy, diabetes, epilepsy, high blood pressure, clinical depression,
other long-standing/chronic condition, multiple sclerosis and HIV.

7Self-assessed Health (SAH) refers to the perceived health status of an individual compared to people of
their own age. This variable was dichotomised by assigning a value of one to those that consider themselves
to be in good to excellent health, and zero otherwise. Self-assessed health is a widely used predictor of
subsequent use of medical care (Contoyannis, Andrew Jones, et al., 2004).
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A.5 Sample Sensitivity

To evaluate potential biases in our results from sample attrition we run our within-between

model across two alternative samples. The full sample is compared to one which excludes

individuals not observed in the first wave of UKHLS (Wave 1) and where only individuals

who were present in all 10 waves of UKHLS (Balanced) are compared.

Table 12: SES and SF-12 Score: Sample Sensitivity

Physical SF-12 Mental SF-12

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Full Wave 1 Balanced Full Wave 1 Balanced

Coef./S.E. Coef./S.E. Coef./S.E. Coef./S.E. Coef./S.E. Coef./S.E.

Between-Effect 2.987∗∗∗ 3.145∗∗∗ 3.305∗∗∗ 1.225∗∗∗ 1.240∗∗∗ 0.989∗∗∗

(0.095) (0.111) (0.161) (0.104) (0.121) (0.170)
Within-Effect 0.968∗∗∗ 0.961∗∗∗ 1.072∗∗∗ 1.192∗∗∗ 1.082∗∗∗ 0.733∗∗∗

(0.163) (0.188) (0.230) (0.184) (0.210) (0.255)
Constant 47.664∗∗∗ 47.460∗∗∗ 47.594∗∗∗ 48.767∗∗∗ 48.875∗∗∗ 49.370∗∗∗

(0.055) (0.065) (0.098) (0.061) (0.071) (0.103)

Individuals 42373 31127 12239 42373 31127 12239
Observations 208412 157654 93551 208412 157654 93551
Controls YES YES YES YES YES YES
Log-Likelihood -693470.0 -525802.0 -308740.5 -718081.8 -542731.1 -318136.2
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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